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Abstract--In this paper some partial differential equations arising in biochemistry are studied from the 
numerical point of view. These nonlinear equations (based on diffusion-reaction processes) are solved by 
using a Crank-Nicolson technique and convergence is proved by using lower and upper solutions. Stability 
and asymptotic behavior are also examined. A numerical algorithm has been deduced and is presently 
used by chemists. 
The aim of this paper is: 
1. INTRODUCTION 
(a) The determination of sufficient conditions involving the monotony of the finite 
difference scheme approximating a diffusion-reaction equation [1]. 
(b) The study of the asymptotic behavior of the numerical solution by means of the 
monotonous scheme. It will be shown that if the initial condition is a lower or 
upper solution of the steady state problem then the numerical solution converges 
(when t ~ + oo) towards the numerical solution approximating the steady state 
solution. 
(c) The numerical stability of the monotonous scheme. 
2. MONOTONOUS SCHEME [21 
Let us consider the following diffusion-reaction equation [3]: 
8u (x, t) d2u Ot = d~x 2 (x, t) +f(u(x, t)), (x, t) ~ [0, 1] x [0, ~1, 
u(x, O) = uo(x), initial condition, 
u(0, t) = ~, u(1, t) = 8, boundary conditions. 
(2.1) 
where d = D/e2> 0 is the positive diffusion coefficient (D = diffusion coefficient, e = membrane 
thickness) f is a nonlinear function corresponding to the reactive term Uo(X), ~t and fl are given. 
We choose an integer M > 0; Ax = I /M is the increment in x and At > 0 is the increment in t. 
Let us set: 
x i=iAx,  i=O. . .M,  
t ,=nAt ,  n >>,O, 
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and denote by u7 the approximation of u solution of  equations (2,1) at the point (x~, t,). Equation 
(2.1) may be replaced by the following relations [4]: 
. u .+ l_2uT+l+ n+l n n n 
U'/+l-ui  =doq i-I ui+l t -dO -oq)  u j - t -2u i  +ui+l ~'f(u~), 
At Ax 2 Ax 2 
with: nt>O, i= l  . . . .  ,M- I ,  ~[0 ,1 ] .  (2.2) 
u °=uo(iAx), i= l  . . . .  ,M- I ,  
u~=~, u~=13, Vn>~O. 
Scheme (2.2) may be written with a matrix notation: 
(I + ~t,zA)U ~÷ ~ = (I - (1 - ~q)zA )U" + AtF(UO + ~B, (2.3) 
with the following relationships: 
dAt 
• =-A~x2, Um=(uT" 'uT ,_O '~R M-~, 
B is a M - 1 vector defined as follows: 
Bi=O, for i # l and i # M-  l. 
Bl=~, BM_l=fl. 
F ( U") = (f(uT) " " " f(u"u_ 0) t, 
I is the identity-matrix of R M- t x R u -  t. A is a tridiagonal matrix of R u -  l x R u -  ', i.e 
2 -1  C)  
-1  2 -1  
Definition 2.1 
A square matrix S is called an M-matr ix  if S U ~< 0, for j # i and S -  t I> 0. 
Lemma 2.1 
The matrix I + ct:A is a M-matr ix  for all 0q e [0, 1]. 
Proof. I + ~A is a M - 1 x M - 1 tridiagonal matrix. It is very easy to show that I + ~t:A is a 
strictly diagonal dominant matrix whose upper and lower diagonal elements are different from zero. 
Then I + ~t:A is a nonreducible matrix [5]. 
We have 
(I+oq~A)u<<.O, fo r i# .~ i , j= l  . . . .  ,M- l .  
( l+~ttxA)0>0,  for all i = 1 . . . . .  M-  1. 
Using Theorem 3.11 of Ref. [5] it follows that (I  + 0tt xA)-~ > 0. Then we conclude that I + ~q zA 
is an M-matr ix  for all at I e [0, 1]. 
Let us denote by V ° and W ° two given vectors of  R M- t. Let V ~ (respectively, W n) be the solution 
of  scheme (2.3) with V ° as initial condition (respectively, W°). 
Definition 2.2 
Scheme (2.3) is called monotonous if and only if: 
Vn~<W"implies V"+I <<. W "+1, fo rn~>0.  
V<<.W, iff Vi<<.Wj, fo r i= l  . . . .  ,M- I .  
Numerical solution of a diffusion-reaction equation 
In the following the function f (u) is chosen smooth on an interval 
numerical solution of  scheme (2.3). 
Then we have the following theorem [6]. 
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T of  R containing the 
Theorem 2.1 
I f  there exists a positive constant L > 0 such that f ' (u)  >>. - L for  u e T and if we have: 
2d(l - a,)'~ .< 
At (L+ ~-~-~ -]..~1, 
then scheme (2.3) is monotonous.  
Proof Let us suppose that V n ~ W" for n >t 0. By the mean value theorem we have: 
f (wT) - f (v7)  =f ' (zT)(wT- vT) with zZe [vT, wT]. 
for i -  1 . . . . .  M-1 .  
The inequality f'(zT)>>. -L  involves: 
f (w7) - f (vT) >1 - L(w7 - vT.), 
Hence 
F(W") - F(V") i> - L (W" - V") 
(I + a,zA )( W "+ ' - V "+') = (I - (1 - a,)TA )(w" -- V") + At(F(W") - F(V")) 
/> [(I - LAt) I  -- (1 - ~,)~A ](W" -- V"). 
Let us set R = (1 -LAt ) I -  (1 -cq)zA ,  we deduce 
Ro= - (1  -~j)zA~, for L # j  
We know that 
i , j= l , . . . ,M- l .  
Aij<<.O thenR o>I0, fo r i~ j .  
Ri i= l -LAt -2 (1 -~ l ) r ,  fo r i= l  . . . . .  M- I .  
Furthermore, 
(2.4) 
Corollary 2. I 
We suppose that the hypotheses of  Theorem 2.1 hold, then we have: 
(a) U°~< V ° implies that U"~< V" for all n ~> 0. 
(b) we suppose that f ' (u )  >/ - L, for u E R + and f(0)  i> 0. Then, if both ~ and p are 
positive and if the initial condition U ° is positive, the numerical solution U ~ of  
scheme (2.3) is positive for n i> 0. 
Proof The proof  of  (a) is a consequence of  the scheme monotony (2.3); (b) denote by Ug the 
solution of  scheme (2.3) with initial condition U ° = 0. 
From (a) we have U"~> Ug, for n 1> 0. For  proving the positivity of  U ~ it is sufficient to show 
that Ug >/0, for n/> 0. First suppose that Ug'/> 0, for m = 0 . . . . .  n. 
( I  + ~ zA )Ug + l = ( I  - (1 - ~ )zA )Ug + AtF(Ug) + tB. 
(I + a, zA)Ug +1 = ( I  - -  (1 -- ~,)zA )U~t  (F(Ug) - F(0) )+ a tF(0) + rB. 
Under condition (2.4) Rii ~> 0, for i = 1 , . . . ,  M-  1. Hence R is a positive matrix. 
By using Lemma 2.1 we know that I + ~rA  is a nonreducible M-matr ix ,  then we have: 
IV" + ~ - V" + l >~ ( I  + at TA ) -  I R (W ~ - V"). 
It is known that (I  + ~jzA) -~ ~> 0. This we deduce W "+1 - V "+~/> 0, which proves the monotony 
of scheme (2.3). 
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Hence 
(I + otffA)U~ ÷l >1 ((1 - LAt ) I  - (1 - ¢q)~A)U~ + AtF(0) + ~B. 
Setting R = (1 - LAt ) I  - (1 - ~l)zA we have: 
U,~+ t >1 (I + oq,A)- lRUg + (I + oqzA)-t(AtF(O) + zB). 
However, we have R />0 under condition (2.4). Using Lemma 2.1 leads to (I + ~lzA)-m> O. 
Furthermore, AtF(0)+ zB >t 0 thanks to the hypothesis. 
Then we can conclude that Ug +~ >/0. It follows by a simple induction that Ug >/0, for n >/0 and 
then U"/> 0, for n 1>0. 
3, ASYMPTOTIC  BEHAVIOR [7] 
A function u defined at mesh points x~ = iAxi i = 0 . . . . .  M is considered as a numerical solution 
of the steady state problem if u satisfies the following relationship: 
d Ui_ I - 2 Ui + Ui + l 
Ax 2 + f (U3  = O, 
U0= ~, UM= fl, 
with U, = U(iAx) ,  i = 0 . . . . .  M. 
In the matrix form (3.1) may be written as: 
for i= l  . . . . .  M- I , t  
with U = (Ut • ' • UM_ i) ~ 
Definition 3.1 
Let V and 
aA U a__d B 
Ax 2 + F(U)  + AX 2 ~-" O, 
_~d B dA V ~- F( V) + >10. 
f ix 2 Ax 2 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
W two vectors of I~ M- i. V is called a lower solution of the steady state (3.2) if: 
(3.3) 
In the same way W is said an upper solution of equation (3.2) if: 
AW d B<<O. 
-d-~-~x 2 + F (W)  + Ax 2 
Remark 3.1 
Let U be a given function defined at the mesh points x~ = iAx i = 0 . . . . .  M. 
I f  we have: 
(3.4) 
(a) d Ui_ i - 2 Ui + Ui +l 
Ax 2 kf(U3>~0, fo r /= l  . . . . .  M- l ,  
with U0 ~< a and UM ~< ft. 
The U = (Ut . . . . .  UM_O t verifies expression (3.3) and consequently 
equation (3.2). 
U is a lower solution of 
(b) d U i - l -  2Ui+ Ui+l 
Ax: ~-f(Ui)~<0, fo r /= 1 . . . . .  M-  1, 
with U0/> a and UM >i ft. 
Then U=(UI . . .U  t M-~) is an upper solution of the steady state (3.2). 
Let V ° and W ° two given functions defined at the mesh points xi = iAx, for i = 0 . . . . .  M. 
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Denoting V" (respectively, W") the solution of  scheme (2.3) with V ° (respectively, W °) as the 
initial condition, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 
Let us suppose that the hypothesis of  Theorem 2.1 are satisfied and that there exists two vectors 
of R M- 2, V and W, respectively, lower and upper solution of the steady state (3.2) such that V ~< W 
(the inequality may be understood to be pointwise). Then if V ° --- V and W ° = W, the sequence V" 
(respectively, W") converges monotonical ly from below to U (respectively from above to U). U and 
0 are both solution of the steady state (3.2) and we have the relation: 
V° <~ VI <. " " <~ vn <~ " " " <~ U <~ O <~ " " <~ W" <~ . " . <~ W. (3.5) 
Proof  
(a) Let us first show that V" is an increasing sequence: 
( I  + ~l zA ) ( V I - V °) = ( I  - (1 - ~l )rA ) V ° + AtF (V  °) + TB -- ( I  + ~l zA ) V ° 
=-TAV°+AtF(V° )+~B=At( -A - -~AV°+F(V°)+~Bx2 ) .  
V ° being a lower solution implies ( I+~ITA) (V  l -  V °) ~0.  
By Lemma 2.1 we have ( I+  cqrA)-~ > 0 and therefore Vl>~ V °. Let us suppose now 
that: V°~ V ~ ~< . . -  ~< V". 
( I  + oq z A ) ( V" + ' - V") = ( I  -- (1 - ~, )zA ) ( V" - V" - ~) + At (F(V") - F(V" - ~)) 
/> ((1 - LAt ) I  - (1 - ~,)zA ) (V"  - V" - ' ) .  
Setting R = (1 - LAt ) I -  (1 -  ~)TA. R is positive (by Theorem 2.1) 
V .+~ _ V .>>. ( I+oqzA) -~R(V  . _ V"- I ) .  
V" - V"- J i> 0 owing to the hypothesis and therefore V" + ~ 1> V". Hence V ° ~ V ~ ~< • • • ~< 
V"~< V "+l, for n >~0. 
(b) Let us show that W" is a decreasing sequence: 
( I  + ~, rA ) ( W ~ - W °) = ( I  - (1 - ~, )~A ) W ° + AtF (  W °) + rB - ( I  + ~ rA ) W ° 
The positivity of the matrix (I  + ~ ~A)- implies that g,'~ ~< W °. The same ideas lead to 
W" is a decreasing sequence. 
(c) Let us show that V"~< W", for all n i> 0. 
Using the monotony of  scheme (2.3) and the hypothesis V°~< 14'° lead to V"<~ W", for n /> 0. 
V" is an increasing sequence, bounded from above by ~ then V" converges when n-~ + oo 
towards U which verifies the following relationship: 
( I  + c¢, rA )U = ( I  - (1 - ~ )~A )U + AtF(U) + ~B. 
Hence 
At > 0 implies 
at --h-~x~AU+F(U)+ B =0. 
A--d x ----~d B =0.  A U + F(U) + hx  2 
Therefore U is a solution of  steady state (3.2). By the same way I4" is a decreasing sequence 
bounded from below by V ° and converging towards U solution of  steady state (3.2). 
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As before V"<~ W" for any n implies that u ~< 0 and hence relation (3.5) is satisfied. 
Remark  3.2 
(1) If the initial condition U ° of problem (2.1) is such that V°~ U°~< W °, where V ° 
and W ° are, respectively, lower and upper solution of the steady state (3.2), then 
using the monotony of scheme (2.3) leads to V" ~< U" ~< W" and therefore 
U~< lim U"~< U. 
n~oo 
Furthermore if O = U we have: 
lira U" = U = 0. 
n~oo 
In that case for any initial condition U ° such that V ° ~< U ° ~< W ° the sequence 
U" converges towards the steady state solution O = U. 
(2) If for E/> 0 there exists an integer N > 0 such that 
l i ve -  WNII= max IV~-W~I<<.E  
i= l  . . . . .  M- I  
then from relation (3.5) it follows that: 
II w - w"ll II wNll E, for any n >1 N, 
and thus II a - ull 
If E is close to zero then O-  U and for any initial condition U ° such that 
V°~< U°~ W ° we have 
limllu"- wll and therefore lim U"--- U ,  
n~oD n~o0 
4. NUMERICAL  STABIL ITY ANALYSIS 
Let us denote U" the theoretical solution of the finite difference scheme (2.3) and let V" by the 
numerical solution. 
Setting E '= U" -  V", we have the following relationship: 
(I  + ~ITA)E  "+l = (I - (1 - oq)zA)E" + At (F (U")  - F(V")).  
In the following we suppose that f is a smooth function satisfying the relationship: 
[f'(u)l ~< L, for u ~ T, (4.1) 
where T is an interval of R containing the solution of scheme (2.3). 
The mean value theorem involves 
F(U") - F(V")  = F ' (W") .  E". 
with 
F'(W") = diag(f'(wT) •• "f'(w"u _ J). 
( I  + ~tzA)E  "+~ = ( I -  (1 - ~l)zA + AtF ' (W") )E" .  Let us suppose that the monotony 
I E"+'I R.IE"I • 
Uenc~ 
condition (2.4) is verified. Under conditions (4.1) and (2.4) the matrix I - (1  - cq  )zA + AtF ' (U" )  
is positive. 
Setting R" = ( I~qzA) - I ( I  -- (1 -- ~l)zA + AtF ' (W") ) ,  the positivity of the matrix (I + ~qzA) -~ 
implies the positivity of the matrix R.. 
n+l  n With the previous notations we have E I~<R.IEI whose elements are IeTI, for 
i --- 1 . . . . .  M - 1 and let R,I be the matrix with elements Rn U, for i , j  = 1 . . . . .  M-  1. 
From the positivity of the matrix R. the following relation follows: 
Numerical solution of  a diffusion-reaction equation 
From condition (4.1) we deduce F ' (W n) <<. L • I and therefore: 
R, ~< (I + ~t TA)-|((I + LAt) I  - (1 - ~t)zA). 
Setting 
R -- (I + ~,t ~A)-|((I + LAt) I  - (1 - ~j)zA) 
we have [E'[ ~< R'[E°[ with [E°[ ffi [U ° -  V°[. 
Let p(R) be the spectral radius of the matrix R. It is known [5] that if p(R) < 1 then 





R = (i + ~tzA)-I((l + LAt) I  - (1 - ~t)xA). 
Let us denote by 2~ (respectively #~) the eigenvalues of the matrix R (respectively the matrix A) 
we have: 
2~=l+LAt - ( l -a~)~#~,  fo r i= l , . . . ,M-1 .  
1 + ~j ~/t a
The eigenvalues of A are given by the following relations [See Ref. [9]]: 
=4sin2( in~=4sin2( in~A2x )- i= l  . . . .  M-1 .  
\ 2M} __ '  ' 
Then 
-4 (1 -~, ) ,  sin' ( L~ I+LAt  
\ -- / 
2 i --- 
I + 4~t~ sin2 (~ -~) 
IE'I <~ R'IE°I, for n I> 0. 
It is clear that 
At > 1 + LAt  - 4(1 - ~t)~. 
p(R) < 1, lira IE'] = 0, 
II--* -t- Q0 
and scheme (2.3) is numerically stable [8, 9]. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1 
Let us suppose that f is a smooth function satisfying condition (4.1) and that condition (2.4) is 
satisfied. Therefore we have the following results: 
(1) If for ~ > 0 (sufficiently small) we have 
L < 4d (~-  ~)  (4.2) 
then there exists Axj (which depends on 6) such that if Ax ~< Axj the finite 
difference scheme (2.3) is numerically stable for ~ ~ [0, 1]. 
(2) In addition if f is decreasing on TOe'(u) ~< 0) then the monotonous scheme (2.3) 
is numerically stable for ~ ¢ [0, 1]. (Note that in this case we have no restriction 
on L and Ax.) 
Proof 
(1) We have 
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2(1 -- ~)x ~< 1 - LAt. 
2~ > 1 + LAt  - 2(1 - LAt )  = -1  + 3LAt. 
2i> --1, for i - -  1 . . . .  ,M- I .  
IAi[ < 1, 
l+LAt -4 ( l -~ , )zs inZ( i rc~ x ) sm ~, - -~) .  - -  < 1 + 40tlz " 2 fircAx~ 
This inequality will be true if: 
LAt  <4z sin2 (end------f), 
with 
Hence 
I f  
for i=  1 . . . . .  M- l ,  
dAt 
Ax 2" 
LAt<-~x2S in2  - -  , i= l  . . . . .  M-1 .  
L < ~ sin: 
we can ensure the numerical stability of scheme (2.3) 
sin 2 Ax 
lira _ x 2 
At~o Ax 2 4 " 
Then for all 6 > 0 (sufficiently small) there exists Ax~ > 0, such that for Ax <~ Ax~ we have 
sm ~--~--j >~_  ~. 
Ax 4 
Then if L < 4d(n~/4 - 8) and if Ax ~< Ax a we have 
2~<1, fo r i= l  . . . . .  M- l ,  andp(R)<l ,  
which implies the numerical stability of  the monotonous cheme (2.3) for ~tt • [0, 1]. 
(2) Suppose that f is a decreasing function on T, it follows that F'(W")<~ 0 and 
consequently we have: 
0 <~ R, <~ (I + cttzA)-t( l  - (1 - oq)zA). 
Setting Ri = (I  + ~q zA ) - l ( l  -- (1 -- ~tl)zA ). 
Then 
[E"I ~< (R,rIE°I. 
Numerical solution of a diffusion-reaction equation 
Denote by 2i the eigenvalues of the matrix R1, the 2: s are given by 
1-4(1 -  0~1)'[" sin2 (~ --~) 
2i= , i=  1 . . . . .  M-  1. 
1 + 4~qz sin2 (~ -~) 
We can easily verify that 
Therefore, 
[2i[ < 1, for i=  I , . . . ,M-1 .  
l imRT=0 and l im[E"[=0. 
Then the numerical stability of the monotonous cheme (2.3) results for a, ~ [0, 1]. 
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Remark 4.1 
I f f  = 0 (linear case) the monotony condition (2.4) becomes: 
Ax 2 
At ~< 2d(l - at)" 
In the linear case the numerical scheme stability (2.3) is expressed as: 
Ax 2 
At ~ 2d(1 - ct I)' 
for ~t, e [0, 1/2] and the scheme is unconditionally stable for ~t ~ [1/2, 1]. 
We see that the monotony condition of scheme (2.3) in the linear case is stronger than the 
numerical stability condition. 
5. APPL ICATIONS AND NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In the enzyme kinetics of Michaelis-Menten type the reaction diffusion equation is expressed as: 
Ou ~2u au (x, t) ~ [0, 1] x [0, ~] 
O-t = d-~x2 1 + bu' 
where u(x, O) = uo(x) is the initial condition and u(0, t) = 0tu(1, t) = fl are the boundary conditions 
d, a and b are positive constants. We suppose that the initial condition Uo(X) is also a positive 
function. 
Then v = 0 is a lower solution of the steady state problem (3.2). 
Setting 
C = max {Uo(X), ~, fl}, 
xe[0. I] 




~)2.<< O, for u >0.  f ' (u)  = (1 + 
-a  
f ' (u)  >>. (1 + be for u e [0, c]. 
The monotony condition of scheme (2.3) is expressed as: 
a 2dO - ~,)'~ 
At (l+be) 2F ~ ] ~<I. (5.1) 
CAMWA 20/I ]--D 
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Table 1 
d(diffusion parameter) IIwnU~ =max{WT} iffiO . . . . .  40 
1 W 11° ~ ~< 10 -s  
Ill W32t~ < 10-5 5 
,0 /i w2°fl: 
The condition f (0 )= 0 and Corollary 2.1 involves U'>~ 0, for any initial condition u°(x) such 
that 0 ~< u°(x) <<, c. Furthermore, f is a decreasing function. The numerical stability of scheme (2.3) 
under condition (5.1) [Theorem 4.1] results from the property o f f  (decreasing function). 
Denote by W n the numerical solution of scheme (2.3) with W°= C as initial condition. 
From the monotony of scheme (2.3) we have: 0 ~< U" ~< W" ~< C, for all n/> 0. 
Then if 
it follows that 
:e=f l=Oand i f l imW'=O 
t l~oO 
lim U" = 0 
n~at3  
for any initial condition u°(x) such that 0 ~ u°(x)<<, c. 
Numerical results 
Let us choose 0t = fl =0,  M =40, Ax = 1/40, At =0,01, ~t t= 1, W°= 1. 
Numerical experiences lead to the results shown in Table 1. 
When d increases the steady state u = 0 is quickly reached for any initial condition u°(x) such 
that 0 ~< u°(x) <<, 1. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We solved partial differential equations related to enzyme kinetics of Michaelis-Menten type by 
using a finite difference technique (Crank-Nicolson). Convergence and stability results are proved. 
A numerical algorithm has been deduced and it gives satisfaction to chemists and biochemists. But 
it could be interesting to compare these numerical techniques to a method eveloped by Adomian 
[10, 11]. 
The method uses special polynomials and a decomposition technique for the nonlinear operator 
[10]. Stability conditions are not used but convergence has to be proved [11]. Adomian's method 
is very fast and easy to use. 
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